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Each product formulation,  birthed on the basis of healing 
in cultures around the globe for centuries, has not merely 
been honored by  time but also passes the most stringent 
quality  control   standards   and   processes  we   impose
on  them.  Our   research   arm  has   been  awarded  the 
prestigious     Bionexus     status    by    the     Malaysian 
Biotechnology  Corporation.  Above  this, each product  is 
certified Halal by the Department of Islamic Development
Malaysia, a body which provides international  recognition 
to    Malaysia   as   a   global   Halal   hub.   Besides   the 
ISO    9001 : 2000    Quality      Management     Systems 
certification,  Natural  Wellness was  the  first company to 
be   awarded   the   MS1900:2005   Quality  Management 
Systems  - Requirements  from an Islamic  Perspective by 
the Malaysian certification body SIRIM in April 2008.

 

Natural  Wellness  also  continues  to  strive  in its  role as a 
socially  responsible   corporate  citizen   in  the  community 
we  live  in.  We  participate  by  doing  our part in recycling 
activities,  conserving  the use of energy and  do not release 
pollution   causing   emissions   into   the   environment  we 
operate in.
 

At  Natural  Wellness,  we  are  totally dedicated  to achieve 
excellence  in   quality   at   each   and  every  step  of  our 
operations. Our  deeply  rooted  value  is  our  commitment 
to  provide  our  customers  with  products  that we can  be 
proud  of,  and  sure  that  they  make  you,  our  customer, 
healthy naturally. 

Natural   Wellness   is   a  fast  growing  Malaysian  health 
supplement,   nutraceutical,  cosmeceutical,   health  food 
and   beverage   company.  We  formulate,  produce   and 
manufacture  a  comprehensive range of natural products 
made  from  the  finest organic, ethically crafted and best 
quality  extracted  medicinal  ingredients  to  complement 
today’s  modern  lifestyle.  Our  high  regard  for  the well 
being  of our clientele  compels us to encourage people to 
use   natural   products    rather   than   chemical    based 
medications, which then leads us to our focus of making 
people healthy naturally.

Our   formulations   are   created   by  combining science 
and  nature, as nature  intended  the efficacy of medicinal
herbs to be. Our rich product line is further backed  by  
solid   research   and  is  strictly  evidence based  to 
bring  you effective  therapeutic  dosage  forms. Our 
products  contain   no   artificial  colors,  flavors  or 
preservatives. 

We  at  Natural  Wellness, take pride in the  compliance of 
our   manufacturing  operations   to  Good  Manufacturing 
Practice  standards.  We  are  approved  by the Malaysian 
Health  Authorities  as  an  OTC-Pharmaceutical  facility in 
line   with   Malaysia’s   status   as   a   signatory   to  the 
Pharmaceutical  Inspection  Convention  Scheme  (PIC/S) 
adopted  by the European  Union  and Australia.

Besides  our  extensive  and  fast  growing product range, 
we  also  proudly  offer our customers private formulation 
services   from   laboratory   conception   to    commercial 
production   to   reap  both  the  benefits of  business and 
complementary  medicine  alike. 

We   drive  innovation  through   every  step  of  research, 
development  and  commercialization  while  offering  our 
customers  a  complete  contract  manufacturing  solution 
in   three   steps:   with  new   ingredients   and   pipeline 
technology,     product      development     and     product 
commercialization.   No  matter   what  their   preference: 
capsule,  liquid  filled  capsules, powder sachets, essential
oils,  semi-solid/ liquid  preparations, bulk tea  and health
beverages. Where customers have their own formulations, 
we can also provide end to end safe and efficient contract 
manufacturing services.

Natural  Wellness  today  is  on  its  way  to a steep  upward 
growth curve  showing excellent  potential to  thrive not just 
in the  Malaysian market  but also in the global environment. 
With  Malaysia  as our corporate  headquarters, we  strive to 
create  international  presence  with  offices  sprouting  from
Australia,  South  East  Asia,  Africa and the Middle East as a 
concerted effort to ensure our products reach our customers
everywhere  as  well as to extend our  services as a one stop 
contract  manufacturing  solution  to  our clientele in a world 
that is becoming flatter each day.

We work with our  esteemed  partners to  constantly exceed 
the  demands  of  our  customers  whom we  believe are the
very  core  of  our existence. We  draw  on  the  strengths of 
lasting   long   term   relationships   -   with   universities  in 
research,   with   marketeers  in  trading,  with  supply chain 
companies    to ensure    smooth    logistic   arrangements - 
built  on   mutual  trust  to   produce  useful  and  advanced 
natural   products   to   improve   quality   of   life   for   the 
populations we serve.

To   achieve   all   of  the  above  and  more, our  borderless 
workforce  remains  our  source  of  the  force  and strength 
behind   the   power    that   we    exuberate.   Careful   and 
meticulous  attention  is  paid  to the  selection, training and 
development   of   the   team   at   all  levels.  Our   working 
environment   is   that   of  a   large family  where everyone 
knows   that    they    are   an    important    element    and 
play  a  key  role in  ensuring our  success. The contribution
of   each   member   is  greatly   valued,   appreciated   and 
rewarded.

In 2010 Natural Wellness was awarded the SME Innovation 
Award for Halal Products and Services by SME Corporation 
Malaysia which carried a prize money of RM200,000.00.

Natural Wellness was one of three companies , and was the 
only Bumiputeracompany to be selected to participate in the 
Advanced Development Track of the Larta Institute USA –
Biotechcorp Commercialization Assistance Program 2010.

Natural Wellness was listed as one of Malaysia’s 100 Fast 
Moving Companies through the SME 100 Award.

July 2010 Natural Wellness Managing Director, Ms. Shahnas 
Oli Mohamed was awarded by Asia Pacific 
Entrepreneur Award for Most Promising Entrepreneur 
Award.

Natural Wellness was recorded as one of 20 Halal Industry 
Success Stories in 2010 and 2011 by Halal Development 
Corporation Malaysia. 

January 2011 Natural Wellness was one of five companies 
and again the only Bumiputera company to be invited to 
attend the “by Invitation Only” JP Morgan Healthcare 
Meeting 2011 held in San Francisco.

July 2011, Natural Wellness became the first and only 
healthcare company to be recognized through the Malaysian 
Brand Certification Scheme that carries the Malaysian Brand 
Mark Logo.

Other  than  the above,  Natural   Wellness  is a  selected  
participant in the ‘Green Lane Policy’ which allows a fast-
track supply of locally manufactured products to 
government and government-linked companies across the 
nation.

September 2011, Ms. ShahnasOli Mohamed was awarded by 
APEC Women and the Economy Summit hosted by The 
United States of America for Innovation Achievements, 
Extraordinary Leadership and Significant Contributions to 
the Economy.

November 2011 Natural Wellness was selected to participate 
in Coach and Grow Go Global Program by Cradle Fund Sdn. 
Bhd.

December 2011 Natural Wellness was appointed as an 
Anchor Company for the ‘NKEA Agriculture EPP1 High Value 
Herbal Products’.
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